Encoded lookup tables used in white-box cryptography are known to be vulnerable to power analysis due to the imbalanced encoding. This means that the countermeasures against white-box attacks can not even defend against gray-box attacks. For this reason, those who want to defend against power analysis through the white-box cryptographic implementation need to find other ways. In this paper, we propose a method to defend power analysis without resolving the problematic encoding problem. Compared with the existing white-box cryptography techniques, the proposed method has twice the size of the lookup table and nearly the same amount of computation. key words: white-box cryptography, power analysis, countermeasure
Introduction
There are three major layers of attacks against software cryptographic implementation [1] . First, the black-box model is located in the lowest layer and provides an attacker with only the input and output values for the cryptographic implementation. The gray-box model, often referred to as a side-channel attack, is a more powerful attack providing the attacker with additional information such as the execution time of the encryption algorithm, the power leakage value, and the electromagnetic wave in addition to the input and output values. Finally, in addition to all these, the white-box model is the most powerful form of attack that allows access to all information in the device when the cryptographic algorithm is executed, and even allows modification of internal information related to the running software. On cryptographic protecting techniques for each attack layer, the white-box cryptography is particularly to protect against the white-box attack model. It should be noted here that the countermeasures against higher-layer attacks were considered to include defense against lower-layer attacks. For this reason, white-box cryptographic implementation must be able to defend against the gray-box attack model [2] . However, it was found that there was a correlation between the encoded value and the non-encoded value due to the imbalanced encoding applied to the lookup table generation in the white-box implementation. Thus, the gray-box attack succeeded [3] , [4] . Thus, white-box cryptography is vulnerable to not only algebraic analysis, but also gray-box attacks.
In this paper, we propose a method to protect against gray-box attacks, more precisely power analysis, using the existing white-box cryptographic implementation. Compared to the performance of existing white-box cryptography roughly [2] , the lookup table size is two times and the computational cost required for encryption or decryption is almost the same. In Sect. 2 we briefly overview a whitebox implementation and its vulnerability to power analysis. In Sect. 3, we present a method to withstand power analysis using the white-box implementation technique, and provide security and performance evaluation of our proposed method. Section 4 concludes this paper.
Background
The white-box attack model allows the attacker to gain total control over the execution environment and the software implementation itself. For hiding the secret key the white-box cryptographic implementation generally follows the principle below [2] .
1. Generate a series of pre-computed lookup tables for all input values and the secret key for the cryptographic algorithm. 2. Apply linear and non-linear encoding to hide the secret key combined with the lookup tables. 3. The encoding applied to a lookup value is canceled by the input decoding applied to the next lookup table.
Although the encoding randomizes the Hamming weight of the intermediate values, it is known to be imbalanced [4] , and thus leads to a bit-to-bit correlation before and after the encoding. This imbalance makes it possible to perform power analysis including Differential Power Analysis (DPA) [5] or Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) [6] based on the mono-bit model. Especially Differential Computation Analysis (DCA) [3] uses a noise-free software execution trace obtained by the dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) framework instead of collecting power traces using an oscilloscope. The accuracy and efficiency of DCA is outstanding because there is no noise in the software trace, but it may belong to a somewhat higher level of attack than the classical power analysis due to the use of DBI.
By the following Definition 1 [4] , we can measure the problematic imbalance using the Walsh transform. This is because the more large the absolute value of W f (ω), the more strong the correlation between f (x) and x · ω. 
Taking into power analysis, let us denote the combination of a target intermediate value x, linear and non-linear encoding by s Boolean functions f i∈{1,...,s} (x) : {0, 1} 8 → {0, 1}. In the case of HW(ω) = 1, one can find how each encoded bit and a target hypothetical bit are correlated to each other by
is an encoded lookup bit, x·ω is a hypothetical bit and HW is the Hamming weight. If they are (negatively) correlated to each other, W f i (ω) is (negatively) large enough. In the presence of such imbalanced encoding, we present a method of preventing power analysis for a white-box implementation and demonstrate its security using the Walsh transform in the following section.
Proposed Method

Key Idea
Let E = (T 0 , T 1 , γ) be the proposed method where
l }, two series of n × s lookup tables for a white-box implementation of a block cipher, and γ ∈ R {0, 1}. For all x ∈ {0, 1} n , let us have T 0 and
Thus, the generation of T 1 can be easily performed using T 0 . Our proposed method is simple: we randomly pick γ and use T γ as lookup tables for each execution of an encryption (or decryption). When using T 1 , we have to flip all bits of the plaintext and ciphertext.
The prevention of power analysis strongly relies on the uniformly distributed γ. If a particular bit of t 0 i (x) correlates with x, the corresponding bit of t 1 i (x) negatively correlates. Our goal is to reduce the correlation coefficient at the attacked point in the power traces with randomly picked γ.
Security Evaluation
Suppose that f i (x) positively correlates to x · ω while f i (x) negatively correlates to x · ω for particular i. We then define g i (x) and W gi (ω) as follows:
elseγ = 1, and
Because of randomly selected γ, g i (x) will be sometimes positively and sometimes negatively correlated to x · ω. Thus, the absolute value of W gi (ω) will be small, which has an effect similar to a reduction in the encoding imbalance.
In the following, we apply the proposed method to details of the DPA and CPA attacks to demonstrate the resistant to power analysis. Thus we can conclude that the correct key is unlikely to be identified from its differential trace and thus we can prevent DPA on our white-box implementation.
Against CPA. CPA [6] is an extension of DPA where a power consumption model including the Hamming weight and the Hamming distance is applied in the analysis phase of an attack. In this case, our power model is the bit model because other-model-based CPA attacks on the white-box implementation are unlikely to be successful due to the randomized Hamming weight by the encoding. Given V 1..M [1. .κ], the mono-bit CPA attacker will estimate the power consumption in each trace using the hypothetical intermediate value. Let there are K different subkeys that we want to analyze and let h m,k * (1 ≤ m ≤ M, 0 ≤ k * < K) be the power estimate in trace m, on the assumption that the subkey is k * . To measure a linear relationship between hypothetical power consumption and measured power traces, the estimator r is defined as follows [7] : Let's take a close look at the sum of product of deviation scores [ j] which is in turn decided by γ. Thus, if γ is selected uniformly at random, the sum of product of deviation scores approaches zero. Of course, this is a theoretical analysis that differs from the real execution environment. The main point is to defend the CPA attack by making the sum of product of deviation scores much smaller through randomly selected γ.
Other considerations. There are several attacks on the white-box implementations including DCA and the Zero Difference Enumeration (ZDE) [8] attacks. DCA is a kind of advanced power analysis performed with noise-free software traces, and ZDE addresses the misalignment of DCA memory traces by the countermeasures such as control flow obfuscation and randomization of table location. In the process of collecting the noise-free software traces, the memory read, write and accessed address are recorded, requiring more privileges than the existing power analysis attackers. Note that our proposed method is to prevent power analysis that is unable to manipulate internal memory. If we extend the DCA attacker's privileges to have a control over γ and fix it like other white-box attackers, our proposed method that is gray-box attack resistant can be broken. However, this attack model is out of scope in this paper.
Our proposed method is also not subject to the higherorder DPA attacks [9] , [10] because an attacker can not exploit the joint leakage of several intermediate values due to the linear and non-linear encodings of the white-box implementation.
Experimental Result
This section provides experimental results and substantiates our claims. To show the vulnerabilities of the previous white-box implementation, we performed power analysis using SCARF [11] with fixed γ on the non-protected white-box AES-128 implementation [2] . To do so, we generated binary traces consisting of only 0s and 1s of all intermediate values as shown in Fig. 1 . This increases the efficiency of power analysis because it is noise-free as DCA software traces.
With 10,000 random plaintexts, we conducted CPA on the LSB of the S-box output of the first subbyte in the first round. When fixing γ = 0 and γ = 1, the CPA attacks revealed the correct key as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. It is noticeable that the correlation coefficients of the correct key have the same absolute values at the same point in the two correlation plots but have different signs.
On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows a CPA correlation plot with 10,000 random plaintexts and random γ on the LSB of the S-box output in the first round. The correlation coefficient of the correct key steeply decreases and thus the attacker can not reveal the key. (Because the resistance to CPA means the resistance to DPA, we did not conduct DPA attacks.)
Performance Evaluation
Compared to the non-protected white-box implementation, the lookup table size increases two times because we have two complement ones, T 0 and T 1 . For example, our proposed method of the white-box AES-128 implementation requires 1,630,208 bytes (= 815,104 × 2) excluding the external encoding. When it comes to the computational cost, most operations in white-box encryption (or decryption) consist of table lookups. For example, the white-box AES-128 encryption without the external encoding can be performed with 2,032 lookups. In the case of our proposed method, the main additional operation is to randomly generate γ. In addition, when γ = 1, an operation to flip the plaintext and the ciphertext is required. Of course, the flipping can be applied in advance when generating the lookup table for γ = 1. As a result, the additional cost of our proposed method to defend power analysis is not that significant.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method to defend power analysis on the white-box cryptography. To do so, two sets of lookup tables are generated, in which the input and output values are complementary to each other. Then one set of lookup tables positively correlates with the intermediate values computed with the correct key, while the other set negatively correlates. The key idea behind the proposed method is to randomly select one of the two lookup table sets before each encryption operation to reduce the correlation. To demonstrate its security, we have shown the reduced encoding imbalance, and the resistance to DPA and CPA attacks. The additional costs of the proposed method are twice the memory space for storing the lookup tables and random bit generation compared with the existing white-box cryptographic implementation.
